Pre-Course Required Reading


Pre-Course Recommended Reading


Health Care Issues I and II (MPA-527/528)

Required textbooks:


Clinical Medicine I and II (MPA-530/531)

Required textbooks for MPA-530:


  ROSH Didactic Q bank: MCPHS has arranged a discounted rate to the Rosh Review Didactic Qbank. This access includes over 1700 questions, explanations, and visual learning aids broken down by category and subcategory. Using a Rosh Review Qbank will allow you to track your performance over the course of the didactic year and provide you with insights on your strongest and weakest content areas. ROSH will be utilized for assignments within your CM I, II and III courses.

  Total price: $154/student/year. You will receive additional information including the instructions to register for the discounted MCPHS price in Dec prior to the start of the school yr.

Recommended textbooks for MPA-530:


Required textbooks for MPA-531:

- ROSH Didactic Q bank

Recommended textbooks for MPA-531:


Patient Assessment I and II (MPA-538/539)

Required textbooks:


Recommended texts:


Pharmacology I, II, and III (MPA-542, 543, and 544)

Required textbooks:


Recommended textbooks:

Clinical Anatomy (MPA-544)

Required textbooks:


Physiology/Pathophysiology I and II (MPA-546/547)

Recommended textbook:


Program Recommended Textbooks